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Mon imagier-accordéon de la
mer
Véronique Petit

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

220 x 220 mm
7 pages
11,50 €
From 1 years old

My first picture book of the sea for my bedroom.
Key Features
• 2 books in 1: 1 picture book of the sea + 1 decorative frieze
• An accordion book that’s light and easy to handle for little fingers
• Black EVA foam die cuts to create a contrast

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
An accordion book to place on the chest of drawers, or on the floor … in baby’s
room.
On one side, a rich aquatic fresco swirling with details; on the other, a picture book
of sea animals.
Véronique Petit’s brightly coloured illustrations are contrasted with die cuts
showing black EVA foam, to develop tiny tots’ visual awareness and sense of touch.

Illustrator
Véronique Petit
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TODDLERS

Mes petites émotions
Daniel Roode

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 200 mm
16 pages
12,90 €
From 1 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

From the age of 18 months, children recognize indications of
emotions in the voice and facial expressions. However, they
are not able to name or understand those emotions. This new
pop-up book is designed to help them learn how.
Key Features
• Quality production with robust pages and easy-to-move features that slide with
the pressure of a finger
• A smart pop-up book with a tender touch
• An ‘emotions wheel’ invites young readers to express how they are feeling.

Contents
This all-boards book presents a series of simple scenes evoking young children’s
everyday lives, to help them put a name to their emotions and understand them.
Each double-page presents one emotion and the situation that caused it:
- on the left: a short, affectionate text describes the context and names the emotion;
- on the right: an illustrated scene with a moving feature that slides along with one
little finger to reveal the emotion.
When the child makes the movement, they discover the emotion on the character’s face and reveal the object that caused that emotion. This ‘cause and
consequence’ scenario lets the child deduct and understand the emotions according to the situations. At the end of the book, there’s an ‘emotions wheel’ – a
teaching tool often used in nursery schools to let children express what they are
feeling at any time.
7 emotions to discover: happiness, sadness, fear, surprise, anger, disgust, calm.

bayard
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MILAN

Illustrator
Daniel Roode
Daniel Roode is an illustrator who lives in Brooklyn, where all the
men seem to wear a moustache except him. For Milan, he has
illustrated titles in the series ‘Comptines en forme’ and ‘Mes p’tits
contes’.

TODDLERS

Suis le chemin des fourmis
Christophe Loupy

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

160 x 285 mm
26 pages
12,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

In a story augmented by an acetate sheet, young children discover and trace shapes.
Key Features
• Learn shapes while playing thanks to the narrative + acetate approach.
• The concept is based on a technique used by the author who teaches in a nursery school.

Contents
Early ants are marching across the garden when they discover an amazing treasure
map. If they are to find the treasure, they must follow paths of various shapes:
square, triangle, broken lines, bridges, etc. Christophe Loupy includes all the shapes
that young children learn.
This picture book reconciles a story and a teaching method, to make learning
shapes enjoyable. Young readers get involved in the story, they become observers
of the ants. By following their paths, they discover the shapes.
Each double page is constructed as follows:
On the top half: the child discovers the shape.
On the bottom half: thanks to the acetate, the shapes appear to move.
In this way, young readers discover the drawings of the shapes then see them
move in front of their eyes through the acetate filter.

Author
Christophe Loupy
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TODDLERS

Petit Rond Rouge devient grand
Claire Zucchelli-Romer

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 170 mm
16 pages
13,90 €
From 1 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Claire Zucchelli-Römer brings us a game-book to develop the
motor skills of the very young. The concept? Kiddies shake
the book at an angle to make the hero advance!
Key Features
• Young readers create the movement, refining their coordination skills.
• Little round boards (non-detachable) slide along rails
• Children learn to situate themselves in space, to recognise geometric shapes and
colours

Contents
A book with movable features to awaken babies’ motor skills and help them
understand their location in space. The concept? Tilt the book in the given direction to make the Little Red Circle and its friends move on with the story. To do that,
simple geometric shapes symbolising the characters are printed on little round
boards. The child is invited to slide the pieces along rails to make the characters
move. Apart from the amusing, play aspect, there is a real pedagogical purpose:
children become aware of distances, of things approaching and receding, and
move in reaction. As the pages turn, the movements required become increasingly
complex to encourage the child to develop and refine coordination abilities. With
simple graphics, this book also introduces youngsters to the families of shapes and
colours.

Author

bayard
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Claire Zucchelli-Romer
When she was young, she was already cutting coloured paper,
drawing and inventing stories. Brought up in a family of artists
and painters, she refined her vision and stimulated her desire to
discover new things. She became a doctor and had three children.
With Y. Romer, she created CYZRCREA and began creating
cartoons and artistic objects. She was passionately interested
in making books: game-books, book-objects, paper sculpture
pop-up books, poem-books. She believes in the power of books
as a means of discovering the world.

TODDLERS

Brique à brique
Xavier Deneux

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 210 mm
15,90 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Following Petit à petit, this is Xavier Deneux’s second puzzle
book. A story on a theme of everyday life is constructed brick
by brick.
Key Features
• High quality production with 15 interlocking pieces
• Following Petit à petit, this is Xavier Deneux’s second puzzle book. A story on a
theme of everyday life is constructed brick by brick

Contents
This is the story of a building site. Day after day, two characters complete with
safety helmets lay bricks, operate the crane, install beams, the roof, the shutters
and the door. That’s it, finished! Now we have a house!
Time to rest now, it’s warm inside and parents and children feel good in their
house.
A building site that subtly shifts towards the notion of a home, and a story with
parts to assemble, like constructing a family.

Illustrator
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Xavier Deneux
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris. He
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a diploma
from ESAG, he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters
and decors. He then decided to devote his talent to illustration.
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by
Editions Nathan, Milan and Tourbillon.

TODDLERS

L'imagier de Totam
Deneux

A first complete picture book from Xavier Deneux
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

255 x 255 mm
72 pages
18,00 €
From 2 years old

Key Features
• An enriched version of Mon Imagier by Xavier Deneux
• High-quality production, an attractive object
• All the themes of a child’s everyday life are here!

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

A first complete picture book from Xavier Deneux

Illustrator
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Deneux
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris. He
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a diploma
from ESAG, he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters
and decors. He then decided to devote his talent to illustration.
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by
Editions Nathan, Milan and Tourbillon.

TODDLERS

Mes premières notions animées
- Mes petits savoirs à rire
Bartélémi Baou / Océane Meklemberg

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 280 mm
12 pages
13,85 €
From 3 years old

A pop-up book that makes early learning fun and games
Key Features
• 15 robust pop-ups to manipulate put the accent on the comic side of situations.
• Little stories with unexpected endings
• Laughter makes learning easier

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Actions • Colours • Motifs • Numbers
Shapes • Emotions • Opposites • All the same!
First concepts with pop-ups... and laughter!
Come into the zany, funny world of animals!
Cheer on the sporty rabbits, go on holiday with the hippos, share a picnic with the
ants, then gather all the animals together to end the day in peace and harmony.
15 moving features a young child can manipulate.

Author
Bartélémi Baou

Illustrator
Océane Meklemberg
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TODDLERS

Ma journée Montessori
Emmanuelle HOUSSAIS / Charlotte POUSSIN

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

145 x 145 mm
22 pages
5,50 €
From 1 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Basque, English (GB)

"The child is not a vase to be filled, but a source we must
allow to spring forth." Maria Montessori. A series to support
children in their first 3 years of daily life, following the methods
of Montessori.
Key Features
• 9 double pages of stories, 1 double page of advice.
• Each moment of the day is treated realistically, with illustrations, detailed explanations and formulas that will inspire parents.

Contents
Number of titles available: 8
Le petit déjeuner
Maxime déjeune
Maxime joue
Maxime prend son bain
Maxime s'habille
Maxime se couche
Maxime se réveille
Maxime va au parc

Illustrator
Emmanuelle HOUSSAIS
Emmanuelle Houssais grew up surrounded by books, pencils and
brushes. Nowadays she is Nantes-based graphic designer and
illustrator. Her picture books have been published by Editions du
Ricochet ("Sous mes pieds", "La p'tite mer bleue", "Où est donc ma
maison?")
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Author
Charlotte POUSSIN
Charlotte Poussin is a Montessori teacher and a graduate of the
Association Montessori Internationale. Her best-seller "Apprendsmoi à faire seul, la pédagogie Montessori expliquée aux parents"
(Eyrolles, 2011) has been translated into several languages.

TODDLERS

Je nomme, je comprends,
j’apprends
Julie Mercier

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 210 mm
42 pages
10,90 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

With a gradual presentation in 3 stages: "I know their names";
"I understand"; "I learn". First notions are easier to acquire.
Key Features
• Simple information, richly illustrated (big scenes and little vignettes) organized in
3 stages.
• Excellent value for money: the first reference books, complete and modern, at
only 10,90€.
• Rounded, warm illustrations from Julie Mercier.

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
Les animaux de la ferme
Les animaux de la mer
Les véhicules
Ma journée

Illustrator
Julie Mercier
Julie Mercier lives and works in Montreal, Quebec. She illustrates
a variety of children's books for several publishers, including
Tourbillon and Milan.
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TODDLERS

Ronron et Fripon

Raphaële Frier / NATHALIE DESFORGES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 125 mm
20 pages
10,90 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

A roly-poly book + an interactive story to play with Ronron
and Fripon!
Key Features
• A book just like a roly-poly toy: place it on its rounded edge, it always rolls back
into position!
• A picture book to play with: you can stroke, tickle and feed the cats… and when
they go to bed, lull them to sleep by rocking the book!
• A book and an enjoyable toy with dynamic, brightly coloured illustrations from
Nathalie Desforges.

Contents
Stroke Ronron and Fripon, give them snacks and when they’re tired then kiss them
goodnight!

Author
Raphaële Frier
Raphaëlle Frier, a teacher who lives in Marseille, published her first
children’s book in 2009. She has authored several novels, picture
books and non-fiction. Ronron and Fripon is her first picture book
for the very young.
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Illustrator
NATHALIE DESFORGES
Nathalie Desforges graduated in visual communication (ENSAAMA
Paris) then went on to Strasbourg to study illustration (Arts
décoratifs). She draws and writes for the press (Les Belles Histoires,
Tralalire...) and several children’s publishers (Milan, Nathan,
Casterman, l'École des loisirs...).

TODDLERS

Chatouille-moi si tu l'oses
Charlotte Ameling

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

220 x 220 mm
18 pages
15,20 €
From 1 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

In this book, a whole bunch of monsters - each one more
terrifying than the last - await the young reader. To get rid of
them – there’s only one solution: tickle them! A new touch and
feel book to make you shake in your shoes… with laughter!
Key Features
• A touch and feel book that takes the stress out of children’s fears to help overcome them
• 8 quality materials to touch, young children get involved in the reading.
• Gentle illustrations by Charlotte Ameling appeal to a wide public and calm young
children’s fears

Contents
Thanks to this new touch and feel book, the very young child (from 1-year-old) is
gently coaxed into laughing at their own fears, making them less scary.
To do that, they must tickle the spider’s hairy legs, the mummy’s bandages, the
werewolf’s hairy ears, the witches big warty nose... working their way through all
the monsters who are too busy giggling to do any harm. Mission accomplished,
now it’s time to tickle the biggest rascal of all – baby!

Illustrator
Charlotte Ameling
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TODDLERS

COFFRET Badaboum patatras
Xavier Deneux / Bartélémi Baou

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

195 x 240 mm
10 pages
18,00 €
From 2 years old

Little animal figurines and a stunning picture book to play ‘Kaboom-Crash-Bang!’ again and again!
Key Features
• 8 x 3D animals to play with
• A beautiful gift presentation, thick board figurines (10mm and 20 mm) and a book
with a big flap
• The graphic universe of Xavier Deneux

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
The hilarious adventure of the animals that wanted to play ‘Kaboom-Crash-Bang!’
With 8 animal figurines to bring the characters in the book to life, play at Kaboom!
Crash! Bang! and invent even more stories!
All alone in the forest, the gorilla is bored… so he says to himself, ‘What if I go and
play Kaboom-Crash-Bang! with the zebra?
This story is constructed like a chain tale, naming the animals one by one and
following their adventures full of pitfalls, treating the notion of mutual help and
discovering what a real ‘KABOOM-CRASH-BANG!’ really is!
This book encourages manipulation and the development of motor skills.

Author
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Xavier Deneux
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris. He
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a diploma
from ESAG, he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters
and decors. He then decided to devote his talent to illustration.
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by
Editions Nathan, Milan and Tourbillon.

Author
Bartélémi Baou

TODDLERS

Mes animaux tout doux du jardin
Xavier Deneux

Blanc Noir’ – a series of books for the very young
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

170 x 170 mm
10 pages
12,00 €
From 1 years old

After the huge success of Mes Animaux tout doux comes a
poetic picture book with garden animals to touch and feel
Key Features
• Materials to touch and feel
• Lovable, poetic illustrations by Xavier Deneux play on strong contrast: black and
white with just a few touches of colour to stimulate visual awakening.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
In the garden, a slug meets a snail, a butterfly lands on a hedgehog’s snout while
the ants stock up on food.
A picture book with animals to touch and feel.

Author
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Xavier Deneux
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris. He
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a diploma
from ESAG, he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters
and decors. He then decided to devote his talent to illustration.
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by
Editions Nathan, Milan and Tourbillon.

TODDLERS

Le plus gros des bisous
Virginie Aracil

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

155 x 215 mm
10 pages
9,00 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

A book with warmth and affection: the perfect companion of
goodnight kisses
Key Features
• An original book, with curvy die-cut pages
• A moment to share for parents and baby
• Poetic illustrations by Virginie Aracil

Contents
A lovely peck on the cheek, a sweet little kiss, a gentle hug, a pretty pussycat
... for the animals.
But what about baby’s kiss?

Illustrator
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Virginie Aracil
Virginie ARACIL trained at Ecole supérieure de la mode in
Paris. Firstly, she turned towards textiles, designing the kiddies'
collections at the Galleries Lafayettes, and creating her own brand
of textile accessories in 2002 with Editions Coq en pâte, where Mr.
Bear was already well-known. An app (Europa Apps) also featured
Mr. Bear, until she met with Bayard Editions... who gave birth to a
magnificent ABC book followed by a sparkling book about colour.

TODDLERS

Le pipi de Poutof - Poudchoux
Bartélémi Baou / Félix Rousseau

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

165 x 170 mm
24 pages
7,50 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

First title in the ‘Les Poudchoux’ series. Poutof has a problem. How will he solve it?
Key Features
• Lovable character kiddies can indentify with.
• An imaginary universe that's gentle, with no sharp angles.
• An affordable price.

Contents
Poutof really needs to wee but where will he go? He desperately searches for the
perfect spot… but in the end he finds a solution! Good for you, Poutof!

Author
Bartélémi Baou

Illustrator
Félix Rousseau
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TODDLERS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

165 x 170 mm
24 pages
7,50 €
From 2 years old

Les Poudchoux
A new series with little heroes in situations featuring the ups
and downs of everyday life to ease the worries of very young
children.
Key Features
• Lovable characters kiddies can identify with
• An imaginary universe that’s gentle, with no sharp angles
• An affordable price

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
Le bain de Crapou
Le dodo de Pouette - Poudchoux
Le pipi de Poutof - Poudchoux
Poupée dit NON - Poudchoux
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TODDLERS

Zébu le zèbre - Super Zeroes
Stéphanie Bardy

A new little hero who will overcome his fear of being lost alone.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

140 x 170 mm
8 pages
7,50 €
From 1 years old

Key Features
• The fame of the Déglingos®.
• Lovable heroes for a fun approach to everyday experience.
• To overcome kiddies' fears and take the stress out of daily life.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Each Super Zero possesses one quality and one weakness – a plus and a minus.
Take Zébu the Zebra for example:
I’m afraid of being lost but I can find great hiding places.
In an illustrated story, each hero confronts their fear and finds a way, alone or with
the help of the others, to overcome it.
The books are die-cut in the shapes of the heroes and even stand up thanks to their
production in thick white card!
Zebu the Zebra is playing hide and sick in the park with his friends. But Zebu is
afraid of being lost. Fortunatly, his is good at finding great hiding places!

Illustrator
Stéphanie Bardy
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

140 x 163 mm
8 pages
7,50 €
From 2 years old

Super Zeroes
The Super Zeroes are a bunch of pals with mini-powers. You'll
know them by their masks and cape.
Key Features
• The fame of the Déglingos®.
• Lovable heroes for a fun approach to everyday experience.
• Faithful to their star soft toys, books that stand up like them!
• To overcome kiddies' fears and take the stress out of daily life.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Number of titles available: 6
Zagg le chat - Super zeroes
Zaza la souris - Super zeroes
Zipo l'hippo - Super zeroes
Zoco le croco - Super zeroes
Zola le koala - Super Zeroes
Zébu le zèbre - Super Zeroes
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TODDLERS

Le petit ogre

David PARKINS / Marie-Agnès GAUDRAT-POURCEL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

165 x 165 mm
18 pages
5,90 €
From 3 years old

A new series featuring the progress of a young child learning
to grow. Keen to discover the world despite the opinions of
his loutish parents, Little Ogre is the ideal hero to have fun
learning basic social skills.
Key Features
• The change of point of view: the child teaches to his parents to behave correctly.
• A tender little green ogre.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian

Contents
Number of titles available: 6
Le Petit Ogre apprend à ses parents les mots magiques
Le Petit Ogre apprend à ses parents à manger proprement
Le Petit Ogre apprend à ses parents à se laver comme des grands
Le petit ogre veut aller à l'école
Le petit ogre veut voir le monde
Petit ogre veut se faire un ami

Illustrator
David PARKINS
David Alan Parkins studied graphic design at Lincoln College of
Art, specialising in illustration. He has illustrated over fifty children's
books and has drawn cartoons for The Guardian, The Observer,
The Sunday Times, the Times Higher Education Supplement, The
Economist, and Nature.
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Author
Marie-Agnès GAUDRAT-POURCEL
Marie-Agnès Gaudrat puts her knowledge of tiny tots and their
world to good use by writing children's books. She has authored
stories for the Belles Histoires series and Gaston, le petit garçon
qui n'arrêtait pas de poser des questions.

TODDLERS

Mon grand imagier sonore
Kiko

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

245 x 245 mm
24 pages
19,90 €
From 1 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

In the same spirit as the big touch and feel picture books, this
bumper book with more than 100 sounds lets children discover the world around them. The awareness book of the end
of the year!
Key Features
• A sound box with 20 chips, more than 100 sounds of animals and everyday
objects. An authentic encyclopaedia of sound – unique on the market!
• A simple and complete book plays on the child’s visual and aural memory, associating the illustrated scenes with sounds.
• Without the help of an adult, the young child can look at the pictures and press
the sound button

Contents
With its big format, this picture book is designed like a sound encyclopaedia. It
covers the key themes of the child’s everyday universe: animals, vehicles, instruments, domestic objects… It arouses young children’s visual and auditive awareness
and encourages language development.
An ideal book to learn, discover and share!

Illustrator
Kiko
Graphic designer, illustrator of children's press and books... Nicolas
Archieri, aka KIKO, works regulary for Bayard's Astrapi magazine
and has illustrated lots of books: fiction and non-fiction for Milan,
Gallimard, Tourbillon, Fleurus... He lives in Paris.
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TODDLERS

Mon coffret sonore des animaux
du monde
Olivia COSNEAU

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

170 x 210 mm
14 pages
20,00 €
From 1 years old

A complete set about the animals of the world: a hard-cover
book and a tablet with sound!
Key Features
• A detachable plastic tablet with 40 sounds, and a hard-cover book.
• Kiddies’ first non-fiction visual and sound experience.
• Interaction between sound, words and pictures.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Listen to animals all over the world… with the detachable tablet!
Thanks to this detachable sound tablet, the child discovers the cries of forty animals then hears the animal’s name.
In the non-fiction book, children can find the animals they heard and discover their
natural environment, what they eat…

Illustrator
Olivia COSNEAU
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Mon cherche et trouve sonore
des animaux
Solenne & Thomas

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 200 mm
14 pages
13,50 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

My first seek-and-find sound book to discover animals !
Key Features
• Each double page presents a new environment.
• Kiddies listen to the sound of the vehicle, then hear its name, find its picture on
the page and count the number requested.
• Difficulty increases gradually from the first double pages to the last: the child has
to find 1-5 identical objects.
• The last double page represents all the animals/vehicles they found in the previous pages, to check if they remember the names.

Contents
5 themes:
Animals in the jungle
Animals of the savanna
Pets
Forest Animals
Farm animals

Author
Solenne & Thomas
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Mon cherche et trouve sonore
des véhicules
Solenne & Thomas

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 200 mm
14 pages
13,50 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

My first seek-and-find sound book to discover vehicle !
Key Features
• Each double page presents a new environment.
• Kiddies listen to the sound of the vehicle, then hear its name, find its picture on
the page and count the number requested.
• Difficulty increases gradually from the first double pages to the last: the child has
to find 1-5 identical objects.
• The last double page represents all the animals/vehicles they found in the previous pages, to check if they remember the names.

Contents
5 themes:
Emergency vehicles
In the air
In town
On road and rail
In a building site

Author
Solenne & Thomas

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

TODDLERS

Livres sonores
My first seek-and-find sound book.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

260 x 200 mm
14 pages
13,50 €
From 2 years old

Each title lets children hear sounds at random, animal cries
or vehicles, as well as the corresponding instructions: “Find 2
cows” or “Find a red bicycle”.
Key Features
• 30 different sounds in one book

RIGHTS SOLD

• Children can dip in at will and play for hours
• Themes young children love

Contents
Number of titles available: 2
Mon cherche et trouve sonore des animaux
Mon cherche et trouve sonore des véhicules

bayard
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TODDLERS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

Mon premier mémo
Series of game-books around the famous Memory game. The
ideal tool for the very young to develop observation, to discover, memorize, recognize and name their surrounding world.
Key Features
• A dynamic, brightly coloured universe
• Progressive learning
• Five big board games

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Chinese (Simplified),
Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Flemish, Italian, Norwegian, Russian, Slovenian, Swedish

Contents
Number of titles available: 5
Les petites bêtes
Mon premier mémo - Les animaux
Mon premier mémo - Les couleurs
Mon premier mémo - Les transports
Noël

bayard
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TODDLERS

Les petites bêtes
Manuel Callejón Parejo

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

A new title about insects to enrich the "Mon premier mémo"
series.
Key Features
• 20 games invite children to discover and recognize insects. The big pictures let
children name the insects, and the activities help them memorise their new knowledge in a game.
• Cleverly designed to avoid losing any pieces.
• Illustrations by Manu Callejón, close to the toy universe in a warm, modern style.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
For children from the age of 2, Mon premier mémo - Les petites bêtes is the
ideal play as you learn book! Constructed around the famous Memory® game, it
teaches very young children to observe, memorise, recognise and name the little
insects we see in nature. Thanks to the sliding flaps in the pages, children can operate and enjoy the book alone.

Illustrator
Manuel Callejón Parejo
After studying at art school, Manu Callejón spent over 10 years as
a graphic designer and artistic director, then decided to devote
himself to illustration. For Milan, he illustrated the title Copain des
Geeks, which was nominated for the 2017 Goût des sciences
Prize.

bayard
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Noël

Amy Blay

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

20 games invite children to wait for Christmas by learning and
having fun !
Key Features
• The big pictures let children name the christmas items and the activites help them
memorise their knowledge in a game.
• Cleverly designed to avoid losing any pieces.
• A dynamic, brighty coloured universe.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
For children from the age of 2, "Mon premier mémo - Noël" is the ideal play as you
learn book! Constructued around the famous Mémory® game, it teaches very
young children to observe, memorize, recognise and name the christmas figures
and items. Thanks to the sliding flaps in the pages, children can operate and enjoy
the book alone.

Illustrator
Amy Blay
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Mes imagiers à deviner
Kiko

An educational book to play with! Guess what, guess who…!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 225 mm
12 pages
11,90 €
From 2 years old

Key Features
• Easy to operate with sliding flaps, simple, brightly-colored illustrations.
• An intelligent observation game for young children.
• 6 board games.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Chinese (Complex),
Flemish, Italian

Number of titles available: 3
Qui fait quoi?
Qui mange quoi?
Qui vit où?

Illustrator
Kiko
Graphic designer, illustrator of children's press and books... Nicolas
Archieri, aka KIKO, works regulary for Bayard's Astrapi magazine
and has illustrated lots of books: fiction and non-fiction for Milan,
Gallimard, Tourbillon, Fleurus... He lives in Paris.

bayard
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Qui fait quoi ?
Ilaria Falorsi

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 225 mm
12 pages
11,90 €
From 2 years old

After the success of "Qui mange quoi?" and "Qui vit où?" the
pop-up book of guessing games returns and invites children
to discover the professions.
Key Features
• Simple, brightly-colored illustrations
• 6 board games
• Easy to operate with sliding flaps,

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
The third pop-up book of guessing games to discover the professions.
6 spreads to explore, 6 universes:
To the concert,
Into the workshop,
To the market,
At School,
To the farm,
In the city.

Illustrator
Ilaria Falorsi

bayard
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Dutch, Flemish, Italian

Tourne roulettes
Milan Editions launch a new series of all-board game-books:
"Seek and Find." To play, the child must turn the wheels on
each board game, then look for the indicated elements in a
big scene.
Key Features
• An innovating concept with two wheels to turn: one to discover the shape you're
looking for, another for the color. A clever and entertaining mechanism the child
can enjoy all alone!
• Robust production, easy to handle.
• Children develop their sense of observation and their ability to concentrate while
enriching their vocabulary.

Contents
Number of titles available: 2
Autour du monde
Les saisons

bayard
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ACTIVITIES

Les saisons
Philip Giordano

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Milan Editions launch a new series of all-board game-books:
"Seek and Find." To play, the child must turn the wheels on
each board game, then look for the indicated elements in a
big scene.
Key Features
• An innovating concept with two wheels to turn: one to discover the shape you're
looking for, another for the color. A clever and entertaining mechanism the child
can enjoy all alone!
• Robust production, easy to handle.
• Philip Giordano's geometric, brightly coloured illustrations embellish an elegant
"seek and find" theme.

Contents
An all-board game book for kiddies aged 2+. Five board games on the 'seasons'
theme to discover. On each double page, a big illustrated scene that the child must
observe to find certain elements. The child turns two wheels: one to choose from
4 different animals, the other to choose from 4 colors.
Children develop their sense of observation and their ability to concentrate while
enriching their vocabulary.

Illustrator
Philip Giordano
Philip Giordano is Italian, but he lives in Japan. He works for the
press and children’s books, animation and toy designing. In 2010,
he won the illustration prize at the Bologna International Children’s
Book Fair.
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Autour du monde
BEN NEWMAN

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 280 mm
10 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

Discover the variety of landscapes around the world in 5
board games.
Key Features
• An innovating concept with two wheels to turn: one to discover the shape you're
looking for, another for the color. A clever and entertaining mechanism the child
can enjoy all alone!
• Robust production, easy to handle.

RIGHTS SOLD

• Milan asked Ben Newman to illustrate this title. He brings us 5 brightly coloured
"universes", richly detailed to keep young players captivated.

Contents
An all-board game book for kiddies aged 2+. Five board games on the 'Landscapes
around the world' theme to discover. On each double page, a big illustrated scene
that the child must observe to find certain elements. The child turns two wheels:
one to choose from 4 different elements, the other to choose from 4 colors.
Children develop their sense of observation and their ability to concentrate while
enriching their vocabulary.
Landscapes to discover: ice floe, a big town in America, the African savanna, SouthEast Asia, the Pacific islands.

Illustrator

bayard
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BEN NEWMAN
Over the years, Ben Newman has developed his unique aesthetics.
His style is a contemporary fusion of bold shapes, bright colours
and funny characters. He has worked for many firms: the Tate
Modern, the New York Times, BBC Radio 4, Google and the
New Yorker. In the literary domain, his major creation today is
Professor Astro Cat, published by Editions Flying Eye Books, then
by Gallimard in France. It has been translated into 18 languages.
He works as an independent illustrator, but he also takes part in
conferences in various English and European universities.

PICTURE BOOKS

Non non a très honte
Pauline Pinson / Magali Le Huche

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A new Non-Non picture book with flaps to lift, to accompany
the launch of the film in the cinema!

185 x 190 mm
32 pages

Key Features

From 2 years old

• Non-Non arrives on Canal+ in September 2018 and in the cinema on October
17th!

RIGHTS SOLD

• A hero readers love with 80,000 picture books sold

Contents
With warmth and humour, Magali Le Huche observes what goes on behind the
scenes on one of those days when nothing goes right.
A lovable hero, to look at daily life with a sense of fun.

Author
Pauline Pinson

Illustrator

bayard
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Magali Le Huche
Magali le Huche was born in Paris. She studied illustration in
Strasbourg, then returned to Paris where she has illustrated more
than forty books for children, some of which she also wrote. She
regularly teaches art workshops for young people.

PICTURE BOOKS

L'imagier toc-toc
Édouard Manceau

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

245 x 210 mm
72 pages
9,90 €
From 4 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

A toc-toc picture book? What can that be? It is picture book
that is both smart and full of mischief.
Key Features
• A picture book full of tricks, Magritte style, invites children from the age of four to
play with words.
• An effective literary approach with zany humour! To enjoy thinking about the
relation between text and image and hours of laughter.
• Precious material for teachers, funny stories to share between parents and children.

Contents
When Édouard Manceau creates a picture book, there’s mischief in the air!
Words that drive you crazy and make you laugh out loud from the first page to the
last.
What drives this picture book is imagination. Children’s endless imagination as they
discover language and enjoy its power. How about giving everything a different
name? Why not have fun bending words to fit the reality they represent?
From the age of 4, children have grown out of the traditional picture books, those
that taught them all about the world around them when they were 1 year-old. Now,
they know they can have fun with words too, that they have a power of representation so strong that they can make stories, and jokes.
This seemingly naïve book hides a powerful literary concept. The author reveals
the power of words and invites us to laugh. A succession of Magritte-style “trick”
pictures the child can continue to develop endlessly. Because words are like that:
magical!

bayard
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Author
Édouard Manceau
Édouard Manceau was born in Vendée in 1969. He enjoyed a
happy childhood surrounded by brothers, sisters and cousins.
After a chaotic school life, he decided to go to art school in
Angers. There, he discovered his artistic vocation. At the age of
30, he published his first book with Editions Frimousse. He has
also worked for Thierry Magnier, Mila, Le Seuil and Tourbillon, and
works regularly for Milan Presse. One of our emblematic authorillustrators, he has already published more than 30 books with
Milan.

PICTURE BOOKS

Adélidélo

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A new series of picture books for kiddies to help them master
their emotions.

205 x 230 mm
40 pages
9,50 €
From 3 years old

A story, advice, activities: specially written for children aged
3 to 5, this new series, quite unlike any other, focuses on the
emotions. Funny, colourful, original!
Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

• Adelidelo
A well-loved hero from Pomme d’Api and mini-BD kids, with I million readers every
month and more than 40,000 copies sold
• Emotions
An up-to-date subject guaranteed to interest, an original approach: fiction. The two
first titles in the series feature themes familiar to every child: nightmares and anger
• Augmented picture books
Activities: make your own dream catcher, notices…
Advice for parents and children
Enlightening explanations from Catherine Gueguen, a famous paediatrician and
essayist

Contents
Number of titles available: 2
Au pied, cauchemar!
Va-t'en, colère!

bayard
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PICTURE BOOKS

Au pied, cauchemar !

Marie-Agnès GAUDRAT-POURCEL / FREDERIC BENAGLIA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

205 x 230 mm
40 pages
9,50 €
From 3 years old

A story, advice, activities : specially writen for children aged 3
to 5, this new series, quite unlike any other, focuses on nigthmares. Funny, colorful, orginial !
Key Features
• A well loved hero from Pomme d'Api and mini-BD kids.
• Nightmares, a theme familiar to every child... and every parent.
• Augmented picture book with activities to make a dream catcher, notices

RIGHTS SOLD

• Enlightening explanations from Catherine Gueguen, a famous paediatrician and
essayist.

Contents
Little Adélidélo wakes up in the middle of the night, terrified: she’s being chased by
horrible monsters that want to eat her all up… Her friend Mochu, a big cuddly toy
who can speak, comforts her: none of this is real, it’s a nightmare. Well… OK, but
Adélidélo doesn’t really want to go back to sleep… Fortunately Mochu is there to
help her: thanks to him, Adélidélo can use her imagination to transform her nightmare into a magnificent dream!

Author
Marie-Agnès GAUDRAT-POURCEL
Marie-Agnès Gaudrat puts her knowledge of tiny tots and their
world to good use by writing children's books. She has authored
stories for the Belles Histoires series and Gaston, le petit garçon
qui n'arrêtait pas de poser des questions.

bayard
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Illustrator
FREDERIC BENAGLIA
Frédéric Benaglia is the art director of Mes premiers J’aime lire,
J’aime lire, DLire and Je Bouquine. The books he has illustrated
are published by Albin Michel, Tourbillon, Nathan, Actes Sud Junior
and Bayard Jeunesse.

PICTURE BOOKS

Va-t'en, colère !

Marie-Agnès GAUDRAT-POURCEL / FREDERIC BENAGLIA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

205 x 230 mm
40 pages
9,50 €
From 3 years old

A story, advice, activities : specially writen for children aged
3 to 5, this new series, quite unlike any other, focuses on the
anger. Funny, colorful, orginial !
Key Features
• An up-to-date subject guaranteed to interest, an original approach: fiction.
• A well-loved hero from Pomme d'Api and mini-BD kids.
• Advice for parents and children.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Adélidélo has had enough: everything is going wrong, they don’t let her do what
she wants and nobody loves her… So, she gives them a giant tantrum! Even though
she invited it, Adélidélo is nevertheless surprised when anger comes along. This is
a good opportunity for the little girl to take things in hand. Because anger will help
her to understand what got her so annoyed in the first place… and to calm down!

Author
Marie-Agnès GAUDRAT-POURCEL
Marie-Agnès Gaudrat puts her knowledge of tiny tots and their
world to good use by writing children's books. She has authored
stories for the Belles Histoires series and Gaston, le petit garçon
qui n'arrêtait pas de poser des questions.

bayard
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Illustrator
FREDERIC BENAGLIA
Frédéric Benaglia is the art director of Mes premiers J’aime lire,
J’aime lire, DLire and Je Bouquine. The books he has illustrated
are published by Albin Michel, Tourbillon, Nathan, Actes Sud Junior
and Bayard Jeunesse.

PICTURE BOOKS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 280 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

Nino dino
With Nino Dino, children ages 3-5 have found a mirror hero for
their emotions. They can easily identify themselves with daily
life situations.
Who better than a dinosaur to espress the all-powerfull aspirations of tiny tots!
Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

• 3 titles a year: each handles with a specific psychological topic
• The Tyrannosaurus is one of the children’s favorite dinosaurs
• The symbolic force of the dinosaur to reach children
• With his brightly coloured illustrations, Thierry Bedouet (illustrator of Minousses)
brings us Nino Dino in all situations

Contents
Number of titles available: 3
Nino Dino - Non, pas l'école!
Nino Dino - Pas de bébé à la maison!
Nino Dino - Peur de rien!

bayard
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Nino Dino - Peur de rien !
Thierry Bedouet / Mim

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 280 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

He wants to do it all alone, discover the world… Who better
than a dinosaur to express the all-powerful aspirations of tiny
tots! With Nino Dino, children ages 3-5 have found a mirror
hero for their emotions… in a bumper format!
Key Features
• 3 titles a year. Themes chosen for the age group (arrival of a new baby, going to
school…). The psychological characteristics of a child aged 3-5.
• The tyrannosaurus is one of children's favorite dinosaurs.
• The symbolic force of the dinosaur to reach children's hearts (all-powerful, spirit
of adventure, discovery of a new world…).
• 3D cover, simple graphics adapted to the age group.

Contents
Nino Dino is in his cave, bored stiff. Why not play outside? Okay, but only if he can
explore in the forest! His pals refuse to go with him, too bad for them! Isn't Nino
Dino big enough to go alone? To crush an unbreakable nut? He'll smash it with
his teeth! Free a huge diplodocus caught up in creepers? His sharp teeth will cut
through them! But the deeper into the forest he goes, the stranger and scarier the
sounds… Deep down, doesn't Nino Dino need his parents just a little?

Illustrator
Thierry Bedouet
Founder of Éditions Vide Cocagne, illustrator of comics and
children's books, Thierry Bedouet works regularly for Milan Presse
(Toupie, "Histoires pour les petits"). For Éditions Milan, he illustrated
the book + CD "Contes et magies d’Afrique" by Souleymane
MBodj, several books of rhymes, "Cache-Cache gorille"...
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Author
Mim
Mim lives in the Paris region. A translator and author of children’s
books, he is also a journalist and author of fiction for the radio.

PICTURE BOOKS

Nino Dino - Pas de bébé à la
maison!
Thierry Bedouet / Mim

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 280 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 4 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

A little brother? What's the point? Nino Dino is just fine on his
own, why change? This egg that just arrived in his home is
one too many!
Key Features
• A story of a new baby in the home. Nino Dino shows all the emotions children
feel in this situation: fear of losing their place, jealousy, but also pride to be the
oldest in the family.
• A colourful hero with a strong character. A mirror for the emotions of 3-5-yearolds.
• The symbolic force of the dinosaur to reach children. Young readers (often mad
about dinosaurs) identify easily with the stories of Nino Dino.
• With his brightly coloured illustrations, Thierry Bedouet (illustrator of Minousses)
brings us Nino Dino in all situations.

Contents
There's something strange about Nino Dino this morning: there's an egg, just
lying there, between his mum and dad. But Nino Dino can't get near it. So when
he decides to move it because it's taking up too much space, his parents don't
understand at all. A baby is going to arrive in the home, and Nino Dino must be
very careful. The little tyrannosaurus feels sad… and jealous. Things were good
when he was the only child in the house. Fortunately, he can count on his friends,
but Max tells him that a baby in the house means sharing your toys, your parents,
your room… Clea doesn't agree: she'd love to have a little brother or sister. As for
Alfred, he loves being a big brother. It makes him feel stronger!
In the end, Nino Dino calms down and goes home just as the egg is hatching. Nino
Dino's heart melts when he hears the baby's first cry. After all, it's super to be a big
brother, he'll teach the baby to roar perfectly!
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Illustrator
Thierry Bedouet
Founder of Éditions Vide Cocagne, illustrator of comics and
children's books, Thierry Bedouet works regularly for Milan Presse
(Toupie, "Histoires pour les petits"). For Éditions Milan, he illustrated
the book + CD "Contes et magies d’Afrique" by Souleymane
MBodj, several books of rhymes, "Cache-Cache gorille"...

Author
Mim
Mim lives in the Paris region. A translator and author of children’s
books, he is also a journalist and author of fiction for the radio.

PICTURE BOOKS

Nino Dino - Non, pas l'école !
Mim / Thierry Bedouet

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 280 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Nino has to go to school for the first time! But he’s not having
it. The little dinosaur is certain that his parents are hiding something. Aren’t they secretly trying to get rid of him?
Key Features
• A story about a school start. Nino Dino shows all the emotions children feel in this
situation: fear of the unknown, suspicion of abandonment, desire to stay with mom
and dad, but also the excitement about a new situation.
• A colorful hero with a strong character. A mirror for the emotions of 3-5-yearolds.
• The symbolic force of the dinosaur to reach children. Young readers (often mad
about dinosaurs) identify easily with the stories of Nino Dino.
• With his brightly coloured illustrations, Thierry Bedouet (illustrator of Minousses)
brings us Nino Dino in all situations.

Contents
It's the begining of the school year! Nino Dino has to go to school. His parents and
Mr Fossil have advised him. The school will be cool but the little tyrannosaurus is
certain that his parents are secretly trying to get rid of him. To prevent this event, he
decide to refuse to go to school...

Author
Mim
Mim lives in Paris Region. A translator and author of children's
books, he is also a journalist and author of fiction for then radio.

Illustrator
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Thierry Bedouet
Founder of Editions Vide Cocagne, illustrator of comics and
children's books, Thierry Bedouet works regularly for Milan Presse
(Toupie, "Histoires pour les petits"). For Editions Milan, he illustrated
the book + CD "Contes et magies d'Afrique" by Souleymane
Mbodj, several books of rhymes, "Cache-cache gorille"...

PICTURE BOOKS

Mes contes de loups - Ma roue à
histoires
Élisabeth De Lambilly / Alexandra Petracchi / Maud Lienard

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

167 x 205 mm
144 pages
14,90 €
From 3 years old

An attractive, original book that lets you select by chance a
story… about the wolf! In the same series as Mes histoires du
soir.
Key Features
• Select your story by chance thanks to the cover: a clever disk with holes and a
ball

RIGHTS SOLD

• Wolves in 24 classic tales
• Takes account of time devoted to the bedtime story: short, medium and long

Contents
The child shakes the book so that a ball will fall into one of the holes on the disk on
the cover of the book. Each hole represents a theme: "Tonight, we have a story of
the wolf who was…. greedy!’
24 classic tales from children’s literature divided into 8 themes:
Tales about kindly wolves and wolves who tell lies, silly, angry, greedy and cunning
wolves, as well as good companions, and... who’s afraid of the wolf!

Author
Élisabeth De Lambilly

Illustrator
Alexandra Petracchi
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Illustrator
Maud Lienard

PICTURE BOOKS

Bienvenue à Filouville, Tome 01 :
Le voleur de rêves
M. TAN / Aurore Damant

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

179 x 210 mm
24 pages
8,50 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

The first title of the new series from Mr. Tan and Aurore Damant : the universe of 'Filous du CP" (Tu lis, je lis) in a picture
book, where we discover life in the village of Filouville and the
families of animals.
Key Features
• A series of picture books for 3-year-olds inspired by the popular early readers
series "Les Filous du CP"
• Mr. Tan (Mortelle Adèle) and Aurore Damant (La famille royale, Gallimard
Jeunesse), a perfect combination to invent an irresistible universe at the crossroads
of poetry and cartoon.
• Life in a community of animal families.

Contents
This morning, Malo is impatient to tell his friends about his dream. But when he
starts to tell them… impossible to remember all the details! He and his pals are certain: there’s a dream-thief in Filouville! The children decide to start an investigation.

Author
M. TAN
Mr Tan, born Antoine Dol, writes fiction. He has published novels
for the young with Editions Sarbacane and Acte Sud Junior, and
comics for the press and books. Tourbillon publishes his Wizz
Gagng, illustrated by Baptiste Amsallem and Mortelle Adèle.
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Illustrator
Aurore Damant
Aurore Damant graduated from the prestigious Les Gobelins
school. Six years ago, she started specializing in character design.
Inspired by American cartoons of the 1950s, she became a creator
of animated series for studios in Paris and California. For her
illustrations, she loves to develop modern, strong designs.

PICTURE BOOKS

Le petit tigre sans rayures
Jeanne BOYER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

255 x 230 mm
36 pages
12,00 €
From 3 years old

How can you feel like a tiger when you have no stripes? A
tiger cub goes out into the world in search of his stripes and
to find out who he is.
Key Features
• This picture book was taken from a short animated film: a second transmedia
joint venture with Folimage, one of today’s most creative animation studios.
• A poignant, poetic tale that treats all the important facets of childhood: growing
up, becoming yourself, finding your path.

RIGHTS SOLD

• Written by Jeanne Boyer, a young author whose talent is in full blossom.

Contents
In the jungle, a baby tiger cub is in despair: he doesn’t have any stripes like the
other tigers and everyone makes fun of him. So, he thinks he’ll go off, explore the
world and look for his stripes. He crosses oceans, forests and mountains to find
them – in vain. But perhaps what he’s looking for isn’t where he thinks it is?

Author
Jeanne BOYER
After studying philosophy, Jeanne Boyer turned to publishing;
today she is an editor of school books for primary schools and
an author. She publishes her work regularly in children’s press and
books (École des loisirs, Flammarion jeunesse).
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J'ai une idée !
HERVE TULLET

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

160 x 225 mm
88 pages
14,90 €
From 3 years old

‘It’s new, it’s different, it’s not the same’ - this book is a joyful
invitation to cultivate your creativity!
Key Features
• What is an idea? How does it come into your head? What is the purpose of ideas?
• In this intimate, touching book, Hervé Tullet puts the dynamics of creativity into
words and pictures.
• A beautiful message of confidence – a gift for children, teens and grown-ups!

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
In this tender, personal book, Hervé Tullet puts the dynamics of creativity into
words and pictures.
What is an idea? How does it come into your head? What is the purpose of ideas?
In a few striking drawings, he makes us feel all the meticulous research, the jubilation, the creative force.
He demonstrates the potential for change that exists inside each one of us.
But above all, he shows us that ideas are everywhere, within everyone’s reach if
we’d only train ourselves to catch them!
This book is a moving moment of transmission and a message of confidence for
the reader: an invitation to cultivate our own creativity.

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when
he meets children and the magic also works througt his muchawaited books.
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PICTURE BOOKS

Mon hamster à roulettes
Rémi Courgeon

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 260 mm
32 pages
5,20 €
From 3 years old

A colourful friendship between a child and his hamster… on
wheels!
Key Features
• A charming story of friendship between a little boy and his pet, a hamster unlike
any other.
• Original illustrations, vibrant and colourful.
• A picture book by Rémi Courgeon.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Tom received the most wonderful birthday present of his life: Tilbur, a hamster.
But he soon realises that Tilbur, in his little cage, needs to have more freedom.
The smart little boy invents a way of letting his hamster play around in safety: the
Tilburmobile! But one day, when they’re out walking together, Tilbur disappears…

Author
Rémi Courgeon
Rémi Courgeon was born in Choisy-le-Roi in the suburbs of Paris.
He studied visual expression in the Ecole Estienne. He works in
publishing and advertising, and does travellers’ sketches. He is also
a painter whose work has been exhibited in France and abroad.

bayard
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PICTURE BOOKS

Tiens-toi droite
Rémi Courgeon

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 320 mm
32 pages
16,90 €
From 4 years old

Continuing in the same spirit as Brindille, Tiens-toi droite, a
new picture book from Rémi Courgeon brings us a superb
portrait of a young African girl who decides to take charge of
her life.
Key Features
• A stylishly written text, warmly coloured illustrations
• A woman’s life in Africa faithfully observed

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
‘Adjoa, stand up straight!’ Here, in Djougou, to make a little girl grow up well, they
put weights on top of her head and she has to push herself up as high as she can
towards the sky, without letting them fall. The taller she grows, the heavier the
weights. The packs are so heavy that the women weigh themselves to see who can
carry the biggest load, and they take up so much space that infants are carried on
women’s backs. But that’s not all the women carry: they also carry secrets that are
hard to keep, petty jealousies, disappointments and secret loves.
Once again, Rémi Courgeon brings us a very fine portrait of a woman. As in
Brindille, the illustrations, with their simple, pure lines, are effective and forceful;
and the crisp, succinct writing style ensures a well-paced story. The graphic creation (relation between pictures and typography), the choice of warm colours and
the carefully selected vocabulary give this portrait all its dynamism.

Author
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FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

Rémi Courgeon
Rémi Courgeon was born in Choisy-le-Roi in the suburbs of Paris.
He studied visual expression in the Ecole Estienne. He works in
publishing and advertising, and does travellers’ sketches. He is also
a painter whose work has been exhibited in France and abroad.
With about fifteen illustrated books to his credit, Le Mystère
Ferdinand is his first picture book published with Editions Milan.

PICTURE BOOKS

Bestioles

OLIVIA SAUTREUIL

Twenty highly-colourful portraits in this extraordinary bestiary!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 260 mm
48 pages
14,90 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Key Features
• The first book from a richly talented young artist.
• Olivia Sautreuil’s Bestioles are fascinating creatures.
• A keen fan of screen-printing, Olivia Sautreuil made the Bestioles illustrations on
her own printing press in her workshop in Brussels.

Contents
Twenty pictures - every single one a surprise - take us into a world of little stories
told in a few well-rhymed sentences.
There’s Sir MacDunduff: "A big lanky fellow who wins all hearts"; Madame Oupilotte:
"a pale linnet that jabbers and hatches nasty plots"; Madame Petibond: "a greedy girl
from Normandy who enjoys life and will do anything to please.”; Monsieur Tumuru:
"a ladies’ tailor, he sews flannel blouses specially for you!" not forgetting Monsieur
Popodex: "dyslexic but expressive, he yells, goes into a trance, gets excited and
positively exults when he digs up a new text."

Illustrator
OLIVIA SAUTREUIL
Olivia Sautreuil lives and works in Brussels. Graduate of Central
Saint Martins in London, she became a designer and illustrator
for the press and publishers. A keen screen-printer, she did the
illustrations for Bestioles on her own press in her workshop in
Brussels. This is her first illustrated book.
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FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

140 x 191 mm
24 pages
5,20 €
From 5 years old

J’écris, je lis
The first series that lets children learn to read and write simultaneously, while having fun!
Key Features
• Did you know that learning to write helps children learn to read?
• In-class experience and the cognitive sciences are unanimous: by reading, children access meaning; by writing, they gain understanding.
• Each story focuses on one linguistic principle and a specific lexical domain

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Number of titles available: 3
Des mots doux pour maman
Les crocos n'aiment pas le o
Tom le pi… pirate!
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FICTION

Le village des monstres
Hélèna Villovitch / LUCIE DURBIANO

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

135 x 200 mm
144 pages
10,90 €
From 8 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

“Did you ever wonder what our parent’s do at night time?
Why we have to sleep at school when our village is only a
twenty-minute walk away?”
Key Features
• A new author in France, Hélèna Villovitch’s stories have been published by Ecole
des Loisirs, Editions de l’Olivier and Verticales.
• Hélèna Villovitch has a gift for the unexpected and red herrings. We think we
know where we’re going in the story – then she takes us somewhere completely
different!
• With her own special sense of humour, she makes us think about over-protecting
children and the fear of failure and unemployment.

Contents
Every Monday morning, Adjib (aka “Little darling”), Raoul, Bichon and the triplets Elaine, Madeleine and Porcelaine – get on the mini-bus that takes them to school,
less than 20 minutes’ walk from their village.
Their parents take great care of them, making sure they don’t encounter any
accidents, difficulties, dangers or fear. One evening, Bichon gets angry: he’s had
enough of being treated like a fool. What he wants is to be told real stories, stories
that scare you – he read some in a book belonging to his big sister that his parents
hid in the attic. That’s when he started asking questions: Why can’t they sleep in
their own homes when the school is nearby? For the first time in their lives, they’re
getting ready to do something forbidden: go to the village to find out what the
grown-ups do when the children’s backs are turned …
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Author
Hélèna Villovitch
An artist with a finger in every pie, Hélèna Villovitch writes,
paints, draws, takes photos, writes scenarios and makes films like
“Bye Bye Tiger” with Molokino, a group of film makers. She has
published several collections of short stories as well as a novel
with Editions de l’Olivier, in which she meticulously explores - with
her own brand of humour - the slightest little nooks and crannies
of our lives, our social and cultural tics and the moments when
our disillusions come bubbling to the surface.

Illustrator
LUCIE DURBIANO

FICTION

Clones en stock (NE)
Pascale Maret

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

120 x 180 mm
142 pages
5,90 €
From 10 years old

The story of Quatre Bleu, who discovers he is a clone created
for spare organs, just in case.
Key Features
• Cloning
• Organ donation
• Bioethics/new medicine
• Science Fiction

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Quatre Bleu has always lived a contented, peaceful life in the Well-Being Domaine.
Until the day he discovers he’s a clone - intended to provide organs, should the
need arise. To avoid being sacrificed, he decides to run away.
From one day to the next, he finds himself facing the outside world.

Author
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Pascale Maret
Pascale Maret was born in 1957. She is a teacher of modern
literature and holder of the agrégation. She has lived and worked
in several African, Asian and Latin American countries and now
teaches at the University of Caracas in Venezuela. In 2001, Clone
en stock, her first book, received the Goya prize. She is married
and has adopted three children: two African girls and an Indian
boy.

FICTION

Un été de poésie, d'amour et de
vie
Bernard Friot / Olivier Balez

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

140 x 205 mm
160 pages
12,90 €
From 10 years old

A summer filled with poetry, love and life. A first love is born
in a poetry workshop.
A novel from Bernard Friot, already published in Italy where it
was a great success.
Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

• A holiday atmosphere and the pangs of a first love
• Everyday activity in a poetry workshop, to hear and understand that poetry is for
everyone
• One chapter describes the poetry workshop, the next tells the story of Marion and
Kevin. The first can be read in class and the second at home, and so on, till the end
of the book. Strong potential in a teaching situation.

Contents
Kev and Marion, both 13, meet in the poetry workshop organized during the summer holidays in the multimedia library of a village in the east of France. They already
know each other by sight; she lives here all the year round and he comes from a
neighbouring town during the holidays. Marion comes to the workshop with a
negative attitude: she didn’t decide to join this activity and she has no desire to
spend her holiday writing poems. As for Kev, he’s there because his leg is in plaster. But the coach is good at the job and soon, all the children are passionately
interested in writing poems.
Two simultaneous stories make up one novel: the workshop from day to day, and,
between the poetry sessions, the story of Kev and Marion as they fall in love.
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Author
Bernard Friot

Illustrator
Olivier Balez
After studying graphics at the Ecole Estienne, Olivier Balez went
to the National College of Art and Design in Dublin. Between two
trips, he spent time at the Parisian studio “Les Dents de la poule”
(Frédéric Bénaglia, Guillaume Leynaert, Laurent Richard…). They
all work on different projects for children. With Florence Décamp,
he published: J’aime la BD, a comic book; Le Cycle du nautili, an
exploration of little-known places in the Pacific (Bayard). Today,
he works with Éric Corbeyran. Finally, with Laurent Richard, he

FICTION

New York avec toi
Séverine VIDAL / MANU CAUSSE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

135 x 200 mm
300 pages
13,90 €
From 10 years old

At last, the follow-up to Coeurs Tordus! Vlad and his friends in
the ULIS class in New York!
Key Features
• A follow-up keenly awaited by teachers, librarians and readers.
• We are reunited with the irresistible characters of Tome 1.
• An unforgettable experience in the town of all passions: New York.
• Will Lou and Vlad’s love story stand up to the test of the journey?

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Vlad and his friend Saïd won a trip to NY thanks to the short film they made. But
they cannot imagine making the trip without their friends from Georges-Brassens
college: they have fifteen days to find the money to finance the trip! So, they
decide to organize a crowdfunding campaign… but that doesn’t work. On the eve
of their departure, a generous donator gives them the money they need! They all
take off for New York and an unforgettable trip… They visit the city, get lost, find
each other again, set up a plan that ends up in utter confusion, but above all they
talk, fall in love, and argue...

Author
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Séverine VIDAL
Séverine Vidal, an author, was born in 1969. After literature studies,
she became a primary school teacher. Since the beginning of the
2011 school year, she has been writing full time. Her first children's
book came out in 2010 (Talents Hauts). She also writes novels for
teenagers (Le Rouegue, Grasset, Oskar), comic books, picture
books (Sarbacane, Frimoussa) and features for the press.

Author
MANU CAUSSE
Manu Causse is anthor from Aveyron who now lives in Toulouse.
He mostly writes collections of short stories, plays, French and
bilingual novels (English) for Editions Talents Hauts.

FICTION

Nos cœurs tordus
Séverine VIDAL / MANU CAUSSE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

150 pages
13,90 €
From 10 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Hungarian

Handicapped since birth, Vlad doesn’t walk like other boys.
His passion? Films. His sweetheart? Lou. She loves his kindness and his sense of humour. But she already has a cute
boyfriend, Morgan...
Key Features
• Fresh, poetic and funny, this novel treats the subject of handicap without trying
make the reader fell guilt. But above all, it's an adorable love story.

Contents
A new boy at college, Vladimir - Vlad for short - has problems walking: his knees
knock together so he looks like broken puppet... Handicapped since birth, he's also
witty, crazy about the cinema, sensitive, generous and frank. Lou finds him very
charming... and Vlad falls in love with her. But Lou is going out with a good-looker
called Morgan...

Author
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Séverine VIDAL
Séverine Vidal, an author, was born in 1969. After literature studies,
she became a primary school teacher. Since the beginning of the
2011 school year, she has been writing full time. Her first children's
book came out in 2010 (Talents Hauts). She also writes novels for
teenagers (Le Rouegue, Grasset, Oskar), comic books, picture
books (Sarbacane, Frimoussa) and features for the press.

Author
MANU CAUSSE
Manu Causse is anthor from Aveyron who now lives in Toulouse.
He mostly writes collections of short stories, plays, French and
bilingual novels (English) for Editions Talents Hauts.

FICTION

Tous les bruits du monde
Sigrid Baffert / Karolis Strautniekas

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

155 x 230 mm
416 pages
15,90 €
From 13 years old

Calabria in 1905, a family affair and vengeance. Graziella, Baldassare and Mila will learn to find their own way of life. Here
is a story of exile, emancipation and liberty.
Key Features
• An adventure novel with the pace of a thriller and a touch of romance
• A historical novel and a story of initiation
• Powerful subjects: vengeance, exile, female emancipation …

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
16-year-old Graziella is pregnant by a young man who seduced her then abandoned her, and is now preparing to marry another girl. The year is 1905, the place is
Calabria: here, you don’t defile a family’s honour without paying the price. Graziella
must take vengeance. So she waits for her lover at the chapel door and fires a
bullet into his heart. She knows she won’t go to prison for a long time – honour
crimes are never severely punished – but even she doesn’t expect to be freed so
soon: the great earthquake in the Strait of Messina brings down the walls of the
prison. Graziella escapes with her big belly and her 14-year-old brother, Baldassare.
They set off for France where they hope to find life more peaceful, and to join their
older brother who left before them. They are two when they leave Italy, and three
when they reach Marseille: little Mila was born on the boat. The baby is deaf, so, for
the moment, oblivious to the sounds of the world around her. Their exile continues
in the direction of Saint-Étienne, then Paris, danger always close on their heels because nothing stops vengeance - someone is following their every step. Cesare,
the young brother of the man Graziella killed, is now claiming "justice" in his turn…
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Author
Sigrid Baffert
Born in 1972, Sigrid Baffert studied cinema and the theatre. While
still a student, she was writing stories for children and songs like
"Ballade pour une gardienne de prison" sung by Serge Reggiani.
Today, she devotes all her time to writing and creation.

Illustrator
Karolis Strautniekas

FICTION

In Real Life, Tome 01 :
Déconnexion
Maiwenn Alix / Matt Murphy

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

155 x 230 mm
408 pages
15,90 €
From 13 years old

A world where everyone is constantly connected to and by
the System. In magnificent waking dreams, people find a
space of freedom. A brilliant teenage girl is taken by rebels to
a world outside the network.
Key Features
• A French dystopia, the first tome of a trilogy

RIGHTS SOLD

• A strong, convincing universe readers can enter thanks to the almost cinematographic descriptions
• A story that explores our powers of imagination and questions our alienation to
digital networks
• Tome 2 forthcoming in June 2019, Tome 3 in Autumn 2019.

Contents
17-year-old Lani lives in a post-apocalyptic future. All humans are connected to the
System, they communicate by telepathy thanks to a vast digital network and they
work to regenerate damaged eco-systems. Like everyone else, Lani leads a double
life: during the day in a small farming plantation, and at night in a waking dream
where she faces other teenagers in a dream-building competition. If she wins the
Tournament, she could escape the life she leads, leave the plantation and devote
her life entirely to inventing waking dreams.
Just as she is on the brink of winning the Dream Builders’ Tournament, Lani is kidnapped by rebels who are opposed to a life connected to the System. With them,
she discovers an unconnected world: emotions, feelings, questions… Is the System
really the vector of peace she had always been led to believe?
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Author
Maiwenn Alix
Maiwenn Alix trained as an engineer. She’s one of those irritating
people who switch from one passion to another – from the most
classic to the most outlandish – with the changing seasons. But
some things are permanent features: surfing, cooking, music and
of course, writing. In Real Life - Déconnexion is her first novel.
Today Maiwenn Alix lives in Casablanca, Morocco, but she often
returns to her native Brittany or, for the last few years, to Geneva.

Illustrator
Matt Murphy

FICTION

Peppo

Séverine VIDAL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

138 x 210 mm
176 pages
13,90 €
From 12 years old

Pëppo leads a quiet, carefree life in a caravan at his uncle’s
campsite. But when his sister disappears, he is dragged into
an initiatory adventure that will transform his life forever.
Key Features
• By the author of Nos cœurs tordus, winner of the Gulli Prize 2017
• Out of the ordinary characters… quirky, funny and lovable.
• A learning experience.

RIGHTS SOLD

• A feel-good book for early teens.

Contents
Pëppo isn’t just any schoolboy. Comfortable in his own little world, he lives a lazy
life at his uncle’s dilapidated campsite.
But his carefree existence is shattered when his big sister Frida runs away, leaving
him to look after her one-year-old twins.
Pëppo is completely at sea, he hardly knows how to look after himself! How is he
going to look after young children?
He has no choice but to take on the responsibility, and - in spite of himself - he is
dragged into a human adventure that teaches him a great deal about life.
He becomes more mature, grows up, discovers friendship and love. The ordeal
opens his eyes to the beauty of a world he had run away from so long ago, changing Pëppo deeply and durably.
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Author
Séverine VIDAL
Séverine Vidal, an author, was born in 1969. After literature studies,
she became a primary school teacher. Since the beginning of the
2011 school year, she has been writing full time. Her first children's
book came out in 2010 (Talents Hauts). She also writes novels for
teenagers (Le Rouegue, Grasset, Oskar), comic books, picture
books (Sarbacane, Frimoussa) and features for the press.

FICTION

Juste de l'autre côté de la mer
Ingrid THOBOIS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A runaway brother and sister of Berber origin arrive in Tangier,
where the “harragas” are risking their lives to get to Europe!

138 x 210 mm
300 pages
13,90 €
From 14 years old

Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents

• A novel that treats the subject of migrants with delicacy, poetry and sobriety.
• The fate of a brother and sister, exceptional teenagers
• An author whose style is visual and unique, admired by critics for her novels for
young adults and adults

For the last ten years, every spring, Eric, the Parisian, spends a week in Morocco
with a family he has come to love in the beautiful Dades valley. He shares times of
friendship with Kenza and her 14-year-old twins, Mehdi and Lilia. Eric is a bit like the
father the twins never had. But this year, Eric finds the atmosphere heavy. A new
imam has arrived, and every event is a pretext to further reduce individual freedom
and diffuse religious messages.
When the time comes for Eric to leave, he realises that Dades Valley is changing,
and there is nothing he can do about it…
For the brother and sister, a long downward spiral begins. Lilia and Mehdi succeed
in escaping and reaching Tangier, the port of all their hopes. Medhi has one idea in
his head: “to cross the border” and the Strait of Gibraltar, to get to Europe, even if
it costs him his life…

Author
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Ingrid THOBOIS
Born in Rouen in 1980, Ingrid Thobois has taught French in
Afghanistan and worked as a foreign correspondent in Iran
and Haiti. She has been active in missions of development and
observing elections in several countries (Moldavia, Azerbaijan,
Indonesia, etc.). She is also a novelist with several stories for
children and adults to her credit, as well as poems. Her work has
been published by Editions Rue du monde, Thierry Magnier, Le
bec en l’air, Zulma, Phébus…

NON FICTION

M. Bear Les nombres
Virginie Aracil

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A bilingual book and an amusing object, numbers to touch
and remove at the end of the book!

145 x 185 mm
22 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents

• A sparkling picture book to count from 1 to… 50!
• Dynamic, colourful presentation from Virginie Aracil’s fertile imagination.
• A modern companion for 3-6-year-olds as they discover numbers, in French and
in English.

Mister Bear is back again!
This smart little bear invites young kiddies on a journey of discovery of numbers in
a sparkling, dynamic universe!
One, two, three, four… then forty, fifty!
A picture book with detachable numbers at the end to have fun counting on your
own!

Author
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Virginie Aracil
Virginie ARACIL trained at the École supérieure de la mode in
Paris. Firstly, she turned towards textiles, designing the kiddies’
collections at the Galeries Lafayette, and creating her own brand
of textile accessories in 2002 with Editions Coq en pâte, where Mr.
Bear was already well-known. An app (Europa Apps) also featured
Mr. Bear, until she met with Bayard éditions... who gave birth to a
magnificent ABC book followed by a sparkling book about colour.

NON FICTION

M. Bear Les formes
Virginie Aracil

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A bilingual book and an amusing object with guessing game
tabs and detachable cakes of all shapes and sizes!

145 x 185 mm
22 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents

• A sparkling picture book to explore all the shapes with Mr. Bear.
• Dynamic presentation from Virginie Aracil’s fertile imagination.
• A modern companion for 3-6-year-olds as they discover shapes in French and
in English.

Mister Bear is back again!
This smart little bear invites kiddies on a journey of discovery of shapes in a
sparkling, dynamic universe!
Square, circle, triangle... not forgetting the heart and the star!
A picture book with detachable shapes at the end to play with, and tabs to find your
way around!

Author
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Virginie Aracil
Virginie ARACIL trained at the École supérieure de la mode in
Paris. Firstly, she turned towards textiles, designing the kiddies’
collections at the Galeries Lafayette, and creating her own brand
of textile accessories in 2002 with Editions Coq en pâte, where Mr.
Bear was already well-known. An app (Europa Apps) also featured
Mr. Bear, until she met with Bayard éditions... who gave birth to a
magnificent ABC book followed by a sparkling book about colour.

NON FICTION

3, 2, 1... je découvre Paris
CATHERINE LOIZEAU / Béatrice VEILLON

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

200 x 200 mm
24 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

A fun book with a touch of poetry. Learn to count as you discover the world’s most beautiful town.
Key Features
• Paris, a popular theme in the book shops.
• Bilingual, French/English to appeal to young foreign tourists too!
• A big poster to tick off all the treasures of Paris as you visit them.

Contents
Did you know? In Paris, you can see 10 animals with feathers or fur; 9 kinds of
vehicles; 8 different entries to the Metro; 7 big monuments... From double-page to
double-page, the child is encouraged to count the elements and identify them in
Paris during visits. At the end, the star attraction: they discover that in Paris – there
is only one Eiffel Tower. But what a tower it is! It sparkles with 1000 lights, gilding
and spangles.

Author
CATHERINE LOIZEAU

Author
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Béatrice VEILLON
Béatrice Veillon has a great talent for infusing her scenes of daily
life with humour, or with realism. She is particulary fond of Oukilé:
when the feature began in the Pomme d'Api mag, her own family
were not unlike the Oukilés. To draw her settings with precision,
Béatrice takes time to observe, even returning several times to the
scene with a camera.

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 210 mm
40 pages
16,50 €
From 4 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Mes petits moments de
relaxation (pour la vie de tous les
jours)
Carole Serrat / Laurent Stopnicki / Aki

‘Relax sessions’ – a new series of relaxation books for all
ages, written and put to music by two authors who are wellknown sophrologists and musicians: Carole Serrat and Laurent Stopnicki.
Key Features
• First title in the series: an illustrated book + CD with15 songs to sing and experience, like little mindfulness exercises for children from the age of 4.
• Each song is devoted to a precise moment of the day: awakening, before eating,
concentrating before an exercise at home, before going to bed, when you’re feeling sad or angry, etc.

Contents
Two well-known sophrologists and musicians, Carole Serrat and Laurent Stopnicki,
bring us a series of books on relaxation in the “Relax-Sessions” series. For different
age groups throughout our catalogue.

Author
Carole Serrat
Carole Serrat, a sophrologist, is a reference in stress management
for children, pregnant women and adults in the world of work.
She consults in maternities, clinics and firms. She is also the wellbeing expert for the magazine ‘Top Santé’ and a hostess on MCS
Bien-Être.
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Author
Laurent Stopnicki
A multidisciplinary artist, Laurent has been researching for
several years on the impact of sounds on the emotions. He gives
individual coaching sessions based on the ‘medit-action’ method,
which he co-founded with Carole Serrat.

NON FICTION

L'espace - En relief
Sophie Dussaussois / Charline Picard

A 3D journey through space!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

245 x 185 mm
20 pages
13,95 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Key Features
• A pop-up book using the principles of kirigami
• A non-fiction book and a beautiful object to place open in a child’s room for
decoration.

Contents
A Thousand and One Stars in the Sky - Welcome to the Solar System - Earth
Seen from the Sky - Man Walked on the Moon - On a Rocket - Spationauts, the
Adventurers of Space - Immediate Take-Off - The International Space Station – The
Life of Spationauts – Destination Mars

Author
Sophie Dussaussois
An eternal journalist with literature in her soul, Sophie Dussaussois
worked as an editor for Les Editions Milan for many years.

Illustrator
Charline Picard
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TOURBILLON

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

154 x 191 mm
48 pages
6,50 €
From 6 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Youpi, j’aime l’Histoire !
A new series combines fiction and fact – an initiation to history for children from the age of 6.
Learn about history through a character children can identify
with.
Key Features
• A 40-page illustrated story, divided into five short chapters, perfectly adapted to
young readers’ needs.
• A 4-page non-fiction notebook to find out more about the historical period
• Big, easy-to-read characters for beginners
Big illustrations put rhythm into the narrative
• Blocks of texts with no bad breaks (no hyphens at the end of the line, new paragraphs for new pages)

Contents
Number of titles available: 2
La véritable histoire de Guillaume qui voulait être chevalier
La véritable histoire de Léonie qui vit construire la Tour Eiffel
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NON FICTION

Secrète savane

Emmanuelle Figueras / Vincent Berthou

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

260 x 280 mm
32 pages
18,00 €
From 6 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Plunge into the savanna thanks to the laser die-cuts in this
original book with its poetic story. As though hidden in nature
for one day, we see this well-known universe in a new light.
Key Features
• A popular theme: the animals of the savanna
• Stylised drawing, elegant illustrations
• A big format to enjoy the die-cuts to the full, and an author who specializes in
animals

Contents
What goes on at night, or in the early morning, in the savanna? With this elegant
play on chiaroscuro, we discover the life of the inhabitants, enhanced by the poetic
narration.

Author
Emmanuelle Figueras
A nature-loving journalist and a non-fiction author, Emmanuelle
Figueras writes regulary for the press and is the author of works
such as "L'Anthologie des ours" (Delachaux & Niestlé)

bayard
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Illustrator
Vincent Berthou

NON FICTION

Les enfants autour du monde
Lucie de la Héronnière / Charlotte Molas

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

275 x 280 mm
48 pages
18,00 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Being open to others - and to the world in general - is an
important requisite of self-development. This book plays an
important role in developing children’s awareness of diversity
and explaining how children live in other countries.
Key Features
• 3 topics: "Games, sports and leisure ", "Snacks and treats ", "Traditions and
children’s celebrations"
• For each part, there’s a map and illustrated files for each of the three topics.

Contents
6 parts in all: Europe, Africa, Asia, Oceania, North America and South America.
Some examples of the big pictures: "Midsummer in Sweden ", "In a village in
Senegal", "Life in a yurt in Mongolia", "The tea ceremony in Japan ", "Australian
Aborigines’ Dreamtime ", "On an American baseball pitch ", “At home with the Inuits
in Greenland", "The carnival in Barranquilla, in Columbia"…

Author
Lucie de la Héronnière

Illustrator
Charlotte Molas
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NON FICTION

Le grand livre animé de la
mythologie grecque
Juliette Vinci / Olivier Latyk

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

250 x 330 mm
20 pages
21,50 €
From 5 years old

40 pop-ups to discover the story of Greek mythology!
Key Features
• More than 20 0000 copies sold during the last year (+47%)!
• Original and detailed illustations
• Generous format and animations

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
A pop-up book full of surprises to know everything about Greek mythology. This
generous animated book will satisfy the most curious kids by answering the following questions:
Who is Zeus? How did Cronos became the master of the World? How do Gods
and Goddesses live ? What are their powers ? Why did Hercule achieved the 12
labors? and many other questions...

Author
Juliette Vinci

Illustrator
Olivier Latyk

bayard
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NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

250 x 330 mm
20 pages
21,50 €
From 5 years old

Anim'Action
Rich and complete animated books gathering all technics
things that kids will want to know !
Let's play with the flaps, slide zips and wheels...
Key Features
• A pop-up book full of surprises to discover the world around.
• Rich and informative book that gives detailed view about themes children love.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Complex), Chinese (Simplified),
Croatian, Danish, Dutch, English
(World), Finnish, Flemish, German, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Russian, Serbian, Slovenian,
Spanish (World), Swedish

• A book that will satisfy even the most curious of kids.

Contents
Number of titles available: 9
Aéroport et avions animés
Batir, les grands chantiers animés
Château fort animé
Dans la ville animée
Engins et machines animés
La grande histoire animée des vêtements
Le grand livre animé de la mythologie grecque
Le grand livre animé des chevaux
Le grand livre de l'Espace animé
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NON FICTION

Le livre animé des animaux de la
savane
Sophie Dussaussois / Aurélie Verdon

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 265 mm
12 pages
12,50 €
From 4 years old

A pop-up book that takes you to the heart of the savannah !
Key Features
• Discover and learn by playing and operating.
• Theme children love.
• Spectacular pop-ups

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
17 animations and 2 big pop-ups to discover the daily life of animals that live in the
savannah.

Author
Sophie Dussaussois
An eternal journalist with literature in her soul, Sophie Dussaussois
worked as an editor for Les Editions Milan for many years.

Illustrator

bayard
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Aurélie Verdon
After completing a course specialising in animated films at the
Ecole Supérieure Arts Appliqués et Textile in Roubaix, Aurélie
Verdon did a master's in the conception of scientific illustrations at
the Ecole Estienne in Paris. Her clients include the Paris Orchestra,
The Paris observatory, Inra, Universcience, SNCF, Vinci, Quelle
Histoire...

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 265 mm
12 pages
12,50 €
From 4 years old

Anim'Passion
A non-fiction pop-up series with lots to learn for children ages
4 and up. A generous number of pop-up features, detailed
information in the illustrations.
Key Features
• Discover and learn by playing and operating.
• Themes children love.
• Spectacular pop-ups.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Catalan

Contents
Number of titles available: 5
Le livre animé de Paris
Le livre animé des animaux de la savane
Le livre animé du spationaute
Les dinosaures
Les pompiers de New York
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NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 225 mm
40 pages
8,50 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Mes docs art
With drawings and photos, a book to discover the most beautiful works of an essential artist: who were they? What did
they like to paint? How did they work? Why are they still famous today?
Key Features
• Editions Milan explores the world of art with this series designed to make art
accessible to the youngest readers (as early as 5).
• 4 clear parts and features that are common to each book in the series, to get to
know all about the most famous and productive artists in the 20th century.
• An exuberant, colorful layout.

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
L'art abstrait
Les impressionnistes
Pablo Picasso
Vincent Van Gogh
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NON FICTION

Vincent Van Gogh

Bénédicte Le Loarer / Pierre Van Hove

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 225 mm
40 pages
8,50 €
From 5 years old

Today, Vincent Van Gogh is considered to be one of the greatest artists of all time. A book to discover the man, what he
liked to paint, how he painted and why he is so famous.
Key Features
• Non-fiction that reads like a story; an artist's life told around the key moments that
forged their life's work.
• Key moments illustrated by 13 essential paintings that represent the genius of
Vincent Van Gogh.

RIGHTS SOLD

• An exuberant, colourful lay-out

Contents
Illustrated by drawings and photos, this book presents the most beautiful works
of an artist who was neglected during his lifetime. When he was alive, Van Gogh's
talent was recognized by very few people, which made this strong-willed, tormented man - who was revolted by injustice - even more fragile and mentally
unstable. He was very close to his brother, Theo, an art dealer, and they began a
rich and passionate correspondence, published after their deaths in several tomes.
13 emblematic paintings in this book.

Author
Bénédicte Le Loarer

Illustrator
Pierre Van Hove
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NON FICTION

Les impressionnistes
Bénédicte Le Loarer / Clément Devaux

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 225 mm
40 pages
8,50 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

With drawings and photos, a book to discover the most beautiful Impressionist paintings and find out all about the artists:
Who were they? What did they want to do? Why were they
different from other painters?…
Key Features
• Editions Milan explores the world of art with this art series, bringing the subject
within the grasp of the age group (from 5 up).
• 4 clear parts and features that are common to each book in the series, to understand all about a group of painters who revolutionized the codes of their discipline
and contributed to the creation of modern art!
• An exuberant, colourful lay-out

Contents
Who were the Impressionists? What did they like to paint? How did they paint?
Why do we still talk about them today? With this book, very young children discover a group of painters who, for the first time, came out of their studios to paint
in the open air. They were audacious, holding eight exhibitions to show their new
approach to colour and light through immediate sensitivity. A revolution in the
world of art!
A dozen paintings, among the movement's most famous, are explained here.

Author
Bénédicte Le Loarer

Illustrator
Clément Devaux
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NON FICTION

Avions - Le catalogue
Aymeric Jeanson / Paul Craft

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

260 x 300 mm
64 pages
15,90 €
From 6 years old

Planes, a fascinating subject constantly updated in non-fiction
Key Features
• More than 170 types of airplane presented, from the beginnings of aviation to
tomorrow’s prototypes
• A must for all fans
• Clear, stylish illustrations

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
A magnificent illustrated panorama with flying machines that will make you dream…
Alternating single and double page presentations, little vignettes and poster-format
illustrations, Avions, le catalogue invites children to discover the universe of aviation
from the end of the 19th century to tomorrow, through 18 themes and 167 models:
the beginnings of aviation, the planes of WW1 and WW2, modern fighter jets, military aircraft, vertical take-off and landing planes, helicopters, aerobatic aircraft, ultralight planes, gliders, leisure planes, seaplanes, passenger planes, wide-body aircraft,
records, business jets, drones, ecological and unusual aircraft and spaceplanes

Author
Aymeric Jeanson
After studying literature, Aymeric Jeanson naturally turned to the
world of books, especially comic books. But he’s also a great
rugby fan and a second row player on the pitch. With Milan he
published Les Avions in the ‘Les Grands Docs’ series.
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Illustrator
Paul Craft
Born in 1990, Pavlo Kravchenko is a talented young illustrator from
Ukraine. After studying at the School of Visual Communication in
Kiev, he began working in the communication field creating logos
and adverts. A sports car fan, he devotes much of his free time to
drawing!

NON FICTION

Géants, les véhicules et engins
les plus fous
Stéphane Frattini / Studio Muti

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

270 x 370 mm
48 pages
19,90 €
From 7 years old

The biggest, the tallest, the widest, the craziest vehicles and
machines on land, on sea and in the air!
Key Features
• Discover these impressive machines in pictures
• An uncluttered lay-out shows Studio Muti’s beautiful pictures to advantage.
• 25 machines and vehicles presented in a giant format

RIGHTS SOLD

• An eternal theme for youngsters

Contents
The heaviest or the highest truck, the tallest crane, the biggest tractor, the most
powerful train, the biggest liner and the most gigantic plane… all the way to the
hugest rocket and the International Space Station: all the most extraordinary
machines are presented here with illustrations and explanations.
Comparative tables give readers a clear idea of the exceptional dimensions of these
vehicles.
The texts are brief – pride of place given to illustrations and their captions.
Perfect for children from 7 up.

Author
Stéphane Frattini
Born in Cannes, Stéphane Frattini grew up in sub-saharan Africa,
which gave him an acute love for freedom, an awareness of what
truly matters, and the inability to take himsekf seriously. He was a
graphic designer and a journalist, before he finally set his sights on
children's books publishing. He's published about 50 books so far.
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Illustrator
Studio Muti
An artistic creation studio in Cape Town, South Africa. A team of
illustrators and designers work for major brands throughout the
world: Vanity Fair, the Huffington Post, Lonely Planet… and many
international publishers.

NON FICTION

Terramania

Emmanuelle Figueras / Alexandre Verhille / Sarah Tavernier

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

270 x 370 mm
48 pages
19,90 €
From 7 years old

Here, our planet is compared to a house: the basement is the
centre of the Earth, the floor is the Earth’s crust, the bathroom
represents the oceans…
Key Features
• The metaphor is conserved throughout the book to explain natural phenomena
and ecological challenges
• A clear demonstration that everything on our planet is linked: if one element
disappears, everything collapses

RIGHTS SOLD

• An ideal tool to understand the ecosystem

Contents
Get to know the planet better, its resources, the dangers that threaten it; think
about the environment and ecology… today, these are ever more prevalent
concerns. This book contributes to make us more aware of the vital challenges.
7.5 billion humans and 1.9 million known animal species live on the Earth and share
their planet. These cohabitants live in a gigantic spherical house, where all the
elements exist in interaction. It’s so easy to upset the equilibrium, and, because we
exploit without counting and don’t take enough care with natural resources, our
world is in danger today. Fortunately, many solutions exist and each one of us can
make an effort to preserve our beautiful blue planet.
The themes treated in this book: the construction of the house (= the birth of planet Earth), the basement (= the centre of the Earth), the floor (= the earth’s crust,
the tectonic plates), the floor coverings (= the soils), the workshop (= the mineral
resources) the upper floors and the roof (= relief), the water system (= freshwater),
etc.
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Author
Emmanuelle Figueras
A nature-loving journalist and a non-fiction author, Emmanuelle
Figueras writes regulary for the press and is the author of works
such as "L'Anthologie des ours" (Delachaux & Niestlé);

Illustrator
Alexandre Verhille
Alexandre Verhille acquired a taste for travel very early in life, and
for all the positive influences it confers. His journeys through
Mongolia, Eastern Europe, India and the Caribbean have
nourished his numerous travel journals. An illustrator for national
and international press since 2009, he also illustrates children’s
books and his personal travelogues.

ACTIVITIES

Jouet Petit Ours Brun - Mes
puzzles en bois aimantés
Danièle BOUR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

3 puzzles made of pieces of thick magnetic wood in the shape
of Little Brown Bear.

14,90 €
From 1 years old

Key Features
• A rich association game: 9 thick pieces made by magnetic wood, easy to handle
• More than 200 possible combinations.
• A competitive price.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Happy, sad, grumpy... Little Brown Bear lives all the emotions. Children are invited
to associate 9 pieces made of thick magnetic wood in the shape of Little Brown
Bear. All the pieces are compatible with each other, so children can play over and
over again!

Illustrator
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BAYARD

Danièle BOUR
"When Pomme d'Api asked me to create Little Brown Bear for a
mini-book in 1975, the character existed already in my own family:
my little boy". Danièle Bour lives in the country in Haute-Marne
where she continues to breathe life into Little Brown Bear every
month for the magazine Pomme d'Api. She has also published
books by Grasset, Gallimard, Hachette.

ACTIVITIES

Jeu Petit Ours Brun - Le loto des
couleurs
Danièle BOUR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 190 mm
12,90 €
From 3 years old

Play with the colours of Little Brown Bear!
Key Features
• Lotto, a must-have game for the 2-4 years old.
• The sweet and coloured universe of Little Brown Bear.
• Rich content: 4 board games, 28 cards and a cloth bag.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Blue, red, green, yellow: Little Brow Bear knows all the colors! In this game, children complete the color boards with the corresponding cards. The chick fits with
the yellow board, the tomato with the red one...
A game of association, to discover colors, to play with multiple players or in autonomy.

Illustrator

bayard
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BAYARD

Danièle BOUR
"When Pomme d'Api asked me to create Little Brown Bear for a
mini-book in 1975, the character existed already in my own family:
my little boy". Danièle Bour lives in the country in Haute-Marne
where she continues to breathe life into Little Brown Bear every
month for the magazine Pomme d'Api. She has also published
books by Grasset, Gallimard, Hachette.

ACTIVITIES

Lou le loup - La course aux
bisous

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Who’ll get to the last square first and win the prize - a kiss! A
board game where the players imitate the wolf to get ahead.

190 x 190 mm
14,90 €
From 3 years old

Key Features
• A course-game for children who can win by imitating the wolf.
• Content designed for the youngest players: A large and coloured board, thick
pawns, a big coloured dice.

RIGHTS SOLD

• A tender and familiar hero for children: stories in Tralalire and 4 picture books in
bookstore.

Contents
A course-game for children who can win by imitating the wolf. The first to reach
the last square win the prize - a kisse!
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ACTIVITIES

Noël

Stéphanie Ledu / Jean-Sébastien Deheeger / Mélanie Roubineau

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

With this Christmas case, children will never be bored on a
journey or on holiday again.

255 x 200 mm

Key Features

5,20 €
From 3 years old

• An exhaustive anti-boredom kit.

RIGHTS SOLD

• A theme adapted to holidays: Christmas.
• A low price.

Contents
What can this pretty little Christmas case contain? A colouring book, twenty stickers to place on 4 posters and 4 big optical games (mazes, 7 mistakes…)!

Author
Stéphanie Ledu
Stéphanie Ledu lives in Vichy. She has written over one hundred
non-fiction books, all published by Milan, including all the titles in
the series "Mes p'tits docs" and "Mes docs à coller", as well as Le
Grand livre de la famille and Mon encyclo des enfants.
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Illustrator
Jean-Sébastien Deheeger

Illustrator
Mélanie Roubineau

ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

255 x 200 mm
6,50 €
From 3 years old

Mes docs en valisette
What can this pretty little case contain? A colouring book,
tickers to place on posters and 4 big optical games (mazes, 7
mistakes…)! You’ll never be bored on a journey or on holiday
again.
Key Features
• An exhaustive anti-boredom kit at a low price
• A theme adapted to holidays.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Number of titles available: 2
Au ski
Noël
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ACTIVITIES

Mes gâteaux de chef
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand / Julie Mercier

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

239 x 281 mm
260 pages
15,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

260 pages of recipes – 51 of them easy-peasy! An affordable
price: 15.90€.
Key Features
• Two entirely illustrated features: ‘utensils’ and ‘ingredients’
• Step-by-step illustrated instructions with clear explanations
• A beautiful spiral binder to open flat as you work

Contents
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand invites children to try their skills with 51 recipes, illustrated
and explained step-by-step. Countless ideas to keep budding pastry cooks busy
over week-ends and school holidays.
6 parts:
• Big cakes to share
• Party desserts to discover
• Little cakes to nibble
• Creams and mousses to delight
• Little desserts for snacks
• Delicious one-bite titbits

Author
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand is the chief in "Le Casse-Noix" restaurant
in Paris's 15th district.

Illustrator
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Julie Mercier
Julie Mercier lives and works in Montreal, Quebec. She illustrates
a variety of children's books for several publishers, including
Tourbillon and Milan.

ACTIVITIES

Mes grands classiques de la
pâtisserie du monde

Pierre-Olivier Lenormand / Thierry Lenormand / Julia Wauters
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 275 mm
144 pages
18,90 €
From 6 years old

The world’s greatest patisserie classics in 50 recipes
Key Features
• The pages open perfectly flat, so readers can follow recipes effortlessly. Illustrated
by Julia Wauters.
• A glossary explaining the technical terms and 3 indexes to choose a recipe according to your taste, the time you can spare and the level of difficulty.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
From Black Forest gateau to Gazelle Horns, 50 recipes accessible to children and
adults. Invite your taste buds to visit 28 countries!

Author
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand is the chief in "Le Casse-Noix" restaurant
in Paris's 15th district.

Author
Thierry Lenormand
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Illustrator
Julia Wauters

ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

200 x 210 mm
32 pages
14,50 €
From 5 years old

Un dragon derrière l'écran - Une
aventure animée dont tu es la
héros !
Fanny BOIRON

You are the hero of a story in a brand-new format: a book-tablet made of paper
Key Features
• You are the hero of an interactive book with lots of animated features!

RIGHTS SOLD

• An acetate magnifying glass to find the Wi-Fi password, tabs to make a bridge
bigger, spot varnish…
• Bridging the gap between the system of the tablet and the book

Contents
One evening, as you’re settling down comfortably to read your favourite story
on the tablet – the one about the dragon – something happens: the dragon has
disappeared!
You start swiping and tapping on the screen... but still no sign of the dragon.
Where has it gone?
Without wasting a moment, you decide to go looking for it and dive head-first into
the screen.
Now, the reader must make decisions, choose a path and find the Wi-Fi password
with the acetate magnifying glass, choose the right apps, charge the battery of the
tablet, and find their way on a map...

Author

And find the dragon – or not.

Fanny BOIRON

You are the hero of this book... with hands-on enjoyment of animated features.
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

170 x 240 mm
48 pages
10,90 €
From 6 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Agata Crispy Les petites
énigmes à tous les étages
Bienvenue à Matouville !
Paul MARTIN / Camille Roy

Énigmes à tous les étages is back – for a new age group:
6-8-year-olds!
Key Features
• A world close to children’s everyday life, the creation of a mascot, a recurrent
feline detective: Agata Crispy!
• All the ingredients of a mystery: observation, richly detailed pictures, wordplay,
humour.

Contents
Welcome to Matouville, the town where Agata Crispy, a detective, leads her investigations surrounded by a whole bunch of animal characters.
Each of the 8 mysteries can be enjoyed independently, set in a specific décor: a
station, school, bank, laboratory, circus, museum... But there is a guiding thread
running through the series.
The reader follows Agata Crispy as she solves the mysteries: helping her by finding
details in the pictures and answering six questions posed in a linear manner.
Each investigation is presented over 4 pages:
- The first presents the mystery
- Two big flaps set the exterior version of the scene
- Lift the flaps to discover witnesses and suspects, as well as the questions you have
to answer to make the investigation progress.

Author
Paul MARTIN

Illustrator
Camille Roy
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

260 x 210 mm
32 pages
11,90 €
From 6 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Oui t'as tout compris
Bayard and Topla get together to create boxes that let kiddies
understand maths.
Key Features
• Maths become easier as you play.
• Simple activities for the family.
• Kits have everything you need.
• A down-to-earth approach. Step by step procedure lets children understand what
lies behind the activity.

Contents
Number of titles available: 2
Oui t'as tout compris/ Cuisine des cookies avec les multiplications
Oui t'as tout compris/ Je fabrique un théâtre d’ombre et je découvre la géométrie
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ACTIVITIES

Oui t'as tout compris/
Cuisine des cookies avec les
multiplications

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

260 x 210 mm
32 pages
11,90 €
From 7 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Could it be that baking cookies is the best way to learn multiplication?
Key Features
• An attractive concept developed by TOPLA, specialists of educational games
applied to maths.
• A practical, hands-on approach in the same vein as G. Charpak’s Main à la pâte.

Contents
With this box, Kiddies have to calculate the quantity of ingredients they need
to make 4, 8, or 12 cookies depending on the number of guests. Following the
Montessori method, they fill up a grid and gain understanding of the multiplication
principle.
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ACTIVITIES

Jeu Mortelle Adèle - Poussezvous les moches !
Mr TAN / DIANE LE FEYER / Wilfried Fort / Marie Fort

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

255 x 255 mm
19,90 €
From 7 years old

In the ultimate combat between Adèle and Jade, who will be
triumphant?
Key Features
• A game of strategy to play as a team or one-to-one.
• Board game for kids and adults to play together.
• An invitation to play with Bayard!

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
In the ultimate combat between Adèle and Jade, who will be triumphant? A game
that requires strategy and tactics! A game of strategy to play as a team or one-toone.

Author
Mr TAN
Mr Tan imagined his heroine when he was only forteen, dreamed
the character of Adele, shaped her personnality, and was first ever
to draw her face in his school jotters. He also writes fiction. He has
published novels with Editions Sarbacane, Actes Sud Junior, and
comics for the press books. Tourbillon publishes his Wizz Gang.
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Illustrator
DIANE LE FEYER
Diane Le Feyer is the illustrator of Mortal Adele. She started in
the video game and cartoon before turning to children's books.
She joined the adventure of Mortal Adele in 2014, becoming the
illustrator of the series.

ACTIVITIES

JEU OUKILÉ Le jeu
Béatrice VEILLON

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 180 mm
277 pages
18,90 €
From 3 years old

A game that plays on observation and speed to sharpen the
child’s sense of detail. Fun and games in the world of the
Oukilé family.
Key Features
• This game will develop alertness, concentration, visual perception, recognition of
objects and of course, children's vocabulary...
• 1 recto-verso board with 277 cards to plan and the rule of the game.

RIGHTS SOLD

• The Oukilé picture books: more than 210 000 copies sold!

Contents
Seek and find... an indian man! A pumpkin! A snake! Mrs Oukilé! 3 blue objects!
Wo'll be the first to find all the items in the big picture?

Author
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Béatrice VEILLON
Béatrice Veillon has a great talent for infusing her scenes of daily
life with humour, or with realism. She is particulary fond of Oukilé:
when the feature began in the Pomme d'Api mag, her own family
were not unlike the Oukilés. To draw her settings with precision,
Béatrice takes time to observe, even returning several times to the
scene with a camera.

ACTIVITIES

La fantastique expédition de
tous les dangers
Hervé Éparvier / Jean-Marc Langue

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 260 mm
48 pages
9,90 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

You are the hero of this adventure! On each double page, the
reader must solve one or two puzzles (7 mistakes, a maze,
guessing games, find the double, puzzles...) before choosing
a path.
A story full of unexpected twists and turns!
Key Features
• Popularity of surprise books
• Highly-illustrated double pages with games you can play without a pencil: mazes,
7 mistakes, puzzles, guessing games…
• An interactive and entertaining adventure by Hervé Éparvier, author of Préhistoric...
Rick.

Contents
In the box your mum put in the fridge, you have found a really weird red and
green egg. After asking a few questions, you find out that it’s an egg of a very rare
species of bird – people thought it had disappeared completely – that lives in the
African savanna. No time to waste! You decide to go there and return the egg to
its mother.

Author
Hervé Éparvier

Illustrator
Jean-Marc Langue
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ACTIVITIES

Le château du comte de La
Trouille
Hervé Éparvier / Paul Picard

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 260 mm
48 pages
9,90 €
From 7 years old

"You’re playing on your console in the living room one night
when the moon is full, when suddenly your dog, Pongo, bursts
in barking and brings you a bone.
Key Features
• Popularity of surprise books

RIGHTS SOLD

• Highly-illustrated double pages with games you can play without a pencil: mazes,
7 mistakes, puzzles, guessing games…
• An interactive and entertaining adventure by Hervé Éparvier, author of Préhistoric...
Rick.

Contents
Judging by its size and shape, you can see that this is no chicken bone and since
you’re quite smart, you guess that Pongo must have dug it out of a grave at the
cemetery of the Comte de La Trouille’s castle, on top of the hill.
Since you’d rather not fall under some evil spell, you decide to take the bone back
double quick, hoping that no one has noticed its disappearance.

Author
Hervé Éparvier

Illustrator
Paul Picard
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 260 mm
48 pages
9,90 €
From 5 years old

La quête dont tu es le héros
You are the hero of this adventure! On each double page, the
reader must solve one or two puzzles (7 mistakes, a maze,
guessing games, find the double, puzzles...) before choosing
a path.
Stories full of unexpected twists and turns!
Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

• Popularity of surprise books
• Highly-illustrated double pages with games you can play without a pencil: mazes,
7 mistakes, puzzles, guessing games…
• Interactive and entertaining adventures by Hervé Éparvier, author of Préhistoric...
Rick.

Contents
Number of titles available: 2
La fantastique expédition de tous les dangers
Le château du comte de La Trouille
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ACTIVITIES

Échappe-toi de la tour aux
dragons
Alice Millot / Benjamin Strickler

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 310 mm
16 pages
16,90 €
From 8 years old

The first escape book for children! The reader has just been
trapped in dragon dungeon! They’ll have to find clues and
match information to resolve the enigmas and find the right
plan to escape.
Key Features
• This book explores the techniques of escape games

RIGHTS SOLD

• Incredibly fine production despite its complexity, creates the illusion of reality
• On each double-page, the reader must search in all the rooms to find clues hidden behind flaps and open the ultimate door.
• A specialist author: game-designer Alice Millot has created many escape-games
in France

Contents
Would you be capable of escaping from Dragon Dungeon?
The huge wooden door has swung shut, trapping the reader inside! If they hope
to get out, they must hunt for clues to solve the puzzles. In the end, they must find
four medieval symbols to unlock the door and break free.
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5 double pages of the game (four have flaps to open) plunge us into the world of
the medieval fortress. Each page hides secrets and puzzles; it’s up to the reader to
keep their eyes open and understand clues that are revealed when they open two
flaps.

Author

A play on deduction and logic, matching numbers and letters, visual games… This
book for children from the age of 8 lets young readers discover the principle of the
escape game. The outstanding production makes the trap effect real, the last page
is blocked by a padlock system.

Illustrator

Alice Millot

Benjamin Strickler

COMICS

Loulou et Momo, Tome 01 :
Même pas peur !
Hervé Éparvier / Mickaël Roux

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

162 x 200 mm
80 pages
9,95 €
From 7 years old

The hilarious everyday life of a mummy and a werewolf in the
universe of scrumptious scavenging monsters!
By the authors of the series Préhistoric... Rick
Key Features
• A theme kiddies can’t resist: monsters

RIGHTS SOLD

• One great gag on every page or double-page.
• 2 main characters, in their early teens, for youngsters to identify with

Contents
Loulou (the female werewolf) and Momo (the mummy) are inseparable. Their
world is full of ghosts, vampires, zombies… who live together in (un)easy cohabitation, giving rise to the weirdest conflictual situations.
Two new and lovable heroes: Loulou, naïve and romantic, is ready to kiss all the
toads in the pond if it’ll help her find her prince (anything but) charming.
Momo, her pal, loves little kittens… especially barbecued or stuffed with slimy slugs!
The adventures of Loulou and Momo are scattered with fake ads: lifejackets for
zombies, the O-Hare special Yeti clippers, blood orange toothpaste for vampires…

Author
Hervé Éparvier

Illustrator
Mickaël Roux
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RELIGION

Mon imagier des saints
marie paruit

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

135 x 155 mm
20 pages
9,90 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

A picture book to teach children to identify the saints during a
family visit to a church.
Key Features
• A documentary approach.
• A playful approach.
• An enjoyable way to learn about a Christian celebration, All Saints Day (1st
November), and associate the subject of mourning by talking about All Souls’ Day
(2nd November).

Contents
Each saint is represented with their characteristic which explains a moment in their
life. This picture book invites children to spot the characteristic to identify the saint
who is associated with it.

Illustrator
marie paruit
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